Valérie Guérin, Craftswoman of Vines
Le Figaro, 03/02/2017, by Alyette Debray-Mauduy
SUCCESS – Through zeal and meticulousness, this winemaker remains on guard at the family
domaine Les Mille Vignes, located in the Languedoc, making it a point to produce surprising cuvées.
Wine is her magical elixir of sorts. She stumbled into the business when she was young, and it has
been eighteen years that she supervises the familial domaine of Les Mille Vignes, located in the
Languedoc. Eighteen years that Valérie Guérin has dolled up her land as if it were a little garden,
where she comes up with the most unlikely marriages in order to elaborate a rare elixir. They are
confidential cuvées, little gems, with limited production, all of which owe their celebrity to word of
mouth. Her crus have poetic names – Pied des Nymphettes, Vendangeurs de la Violette, Atsuko, ChasseFilou (a nod to writer Boris Vian) – and are served at the most prestigious tables in France; those
belonging to Pierre Gagnaire; those of Alain Passard; from the French Senate to the Palais de
l’Élysée. They are also found in New York, Tokyo, Hawaii, Hong Kong… They just received two
stars in [La Revue du Vin de France’s] Guide of the Best Wines of France – which is to wine what the “red”
Guide is to gastronomy – and excellent scores (93 and 94/100) in the sacrosanct Parker Guide, which
admitted that it had been “blown away by what this domaine produces.” These praises go straight to
Valérie Guérin’s heart. She, who has devoted almost her whole life to the vine, and who recognizes
point blank to obsessing over the quality of her production.
“In my first steps, I followed my father in the vines,” she says. “I was only 7 years old as soon as I
wet my whistle for the first time with a wine thief.” Jacques Guérin was a professor of oenology and
a researcher in the center of winemaking. At the origin of a theory that wines were of increasing
quality as their terroirs moved from the plane to the slopes, he advised the great winemakers of the
Rhône Valley, from Auguste Clape to Jean-Louis Grippat.
“Living My Passion”
This evening, Valérie – who, listening to her, sounds fascinated by her elder – is awash in the
universe of “greats” and regularly participates in dinners uniting winemakers and politicians. A
serious and curious student, she finally chose an education at Sciences Po Grenoble and immediately
started a great career in international transportation, first in Paris, and later in Barcelona. This
provided the small jackpot that allowed her to help her father develop the thousand grapevine plants
that had been purchased some years before in La Palme, a village overlooking the Mediterranean on
one end, and the Pyrenees on the other end.
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“The terroir of Languedoc already had a strong concentration of wineries, but for the most part was
composed of co-ops of very average quality. With this terrain and his 60-some-year-old elderly feet,
my father found the opportunity to put his theory into practice and to quickly make great wine.”
For a number of years, the production remained ultra-confidential. [The wines were] tasted between
friends and sold uniquely within the region. The father and daughter team progressively purchased
other parcels before Valérie dropped everything to take full responsibility of the domaine.
“I was 40 years old. I was tired of working for big companies where everyone wanted to be in the
limelight, and I ditched it all to make my passion a way of life.” She expanded Les Mille Vignes. The
11-hectare property – split in 13 parcels – produces 25000 bottles per year. The viticulturist plants
new varietals, tests the associations between the grapes, and “makes mixtures in tiny kitchen pans in
order to find a rare pearl, as a chef in the kitchen would,” she loves to say. Animated by her
unlimited passion for her tiny red and white grapes, “I created a cru of exception, Atsuko. After that,
Dennis Royal.”
Prioritizing quality over quantity
The [latter] cuvee, made in homage to American millionaire Dennis Royal Clark – since passed away
– who had come knocking on her door one day to purchase the domaine. They became friends but
she never gave up her land to him. “I was not ready, I still had a thousand and one things to create. I
love to experiment, to invent new crus -- without losing my vision to produce a good wine that is
elegant and fine.” Taking the word of specialists, her wager appears successful.
“Valérie Guérin is a woman of character who goes and does what she wants to do,” says Patrick
Borras, sommelier for Pierre Gagnaire – one of her first clients. “She brings finesse and freshness to
a terroir with a sun-filled reputation. It is in certain respects her feminine touch.” It is also due to
professionalism taken to the extreme. At her domaine, the winemaking can take two months, as the
grapes are not picked unless they are perfectly mature – not too green and not too ripe. The grapes
are collected one by one, by hand – before 11 ‘o clock so it is not done while too hot – and then
they are stocked in wooden crates. During bad years, the grapes are left alone and are picked during
the next season. Finally, the winemaker does not have any sales representatives.
She knows all of her clients, sees them on a regular basis, making sure that they are the best
ambassadors to represent her work… And she receives them all in person at the domaine. In her
19th century manor at the heart of the village. Or, in her new guesthouse, where tourists are also
invited to discover her terroir and to taste her bottles. Currently, she is renovating her cellar, to “work
in an environment that’s comfortable, pleasing, and elegant.” Will she expand? Nowadays Valérie
Guérin does not plan to do so for even a minute, instead preferring the privilege of quality over
quantity. It is an excellence which enthusiasts of good wine can taste and judge for themselves, in
particular at the end of the month at the Salon de Vignerons Indépendants in Paris.
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Biography on Guérin
1965 – Born in Aubenas (Ardèche)
1979 – Father purchases first thousand feet of vines at Domaine Les Mille Vignes
1988 – Earns diploma at Sciences Po Grenoble
1990 – Starts her career in International Transportation in Paris, and later in Spain
2000 – Starts anew at Domaine Les Mille Vignes and creates the Atsuko cuvée
2017 – Renovates her cellars at the domaine
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